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Abstract

In this paper, we study the problem of data skewness. A
data set is skewed/imbalanced if its dependent variable
is asymmetrically distributed. Dealing with skewed
data sets has been identified as one of the ten most
challenging problems in data mining research.

We address the problem of class skewness for su-
pervised learning models which are based on optimiz-
ing a regularized empirical risk function. These include
both classification and regression models for discrete
and continuous dependent variables. Classical empirical
risk minimization is akin to minimizing the arithmetic
mean of prediction errors, in which approach the in-
duction process is biased towards the majority class for
skewed data. To overcome this drawback, we propose
a quadratic mean based learning framework (QMLearn)
that is robust and insensitive to class skewness. We
will note that minimizing the quadratic mean is a con-
vex optimization problem and hence can be efficiently
solved for large and high dimensional data. Comprehen-
sive experiments demonstrate that the QMLearn model
significantly outperforms existing statistical learners in-
cluding logistic regression, support vector machines, lin-
ear regression, support vector regression and quantile
regression etc.
Keywords: Data skewness; quadratic mean; convex
optimization.

1 Introduction

Learning from skewed/imbalanced data sets is a com-
mon yet challenging problem in supervised learning [6].
It has been identified as one of the ten most challenging
problems in data mining research [33]. In this paper,
we call a data set “skewed” if its dependent variable
is numerical and asymmetrically distributed (Figure 1
shows an example); and call a data set “imbalanced”
if its class variable is categorical and the number of in-
stances in one class is different from those in the other
class (we only consider two-class data sets in this study).
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Figure 1: Examples of data sets with skewed numerical
dependent variables.

In this paper we use “dependent variable” and “class”
interchangeably even if the dependent variable is nu-
meric.

The problem of handling imbalanced data sets from
the perspective of classification has been well addressed
in the knowledge discovery literature, while relatively
less work has be done for dealing with skewed data for
regression estimation. A common method for reducing
the effects of data skewness on regression is to treat
“long tail” data samples (samples far from the mean)
as outliers and use quantile regression to estimate
the median (instead of the mean) as the predicted
value [24,34].

In the literature of solving class imbalance prob-
lems, data-oriented methods use various sampling tech-
niques to over-sample instances in the minor class or
under-sample those in the major class, so that the re-
sulting data is balanced. A typical example is the
SMOTE method [5] which increases the number of mi-
nor class instances by creating synthetic samples. A
variation [7] on SMOTE has integrated boosting with
sampling strategies to better model the minority class,
by focusing on difficult samples that belong to both mi-
nority and majority classes. It is recently proposed that
using different weight degrees on the synthetic samples
(so-called safe-level-SMOTE [3]) produces better accu-
racy than SMOTE.

The focus of algorithm-oriented methods has been
put on the extension and modification of existing clas-
sification algorithms so that they can be more effective
in dealing with imbalanced data. For example, an im-
proved associative classifier named SPARCCC [29] has



been introduced to overcome the drawbacks of CBA [22]
on imbalanced data sets. Besides, there are also mod-
ifications of decision tree algorithms on improving the
standard C4.5, such as HDDT [8] and CCPDT [23].

Akbani et al. [1] and Tezel et al. [21] have proposed
approaches to improve support vector machines (SVM)
on imbalanced data sets, which they call SDC and
GP respectively. But their work are both focused on
improving sampling techniques (e.g. modifying SMOTE
in GP) for SVM, and do not solve the problem of
training bias in the design of SVM learning algorithm
per se.

In this paper our goal is to improve the induction
process of existing statistical learning algorithms. The
model we propose is an algorithm-oriented method
and we preserve all original information/distribution of
the training data sets. This model is also a generic
supervised learning framework that can be applied to
the problem of regression estimation. More specifically,
the contributions of this paper are as follows:

1. We express the traditional definition of empirical
risk function as an arithmetic mean of prediction
errors, from which perspective we illustrate why
many existing statistical learners have undesirable
performance on skewed or imbalanced data sets;

2. We redefine the empirical risk as a quadratic mean
of scalar losses on each class label, which we call
QMLearn method, making the regularized empirical
risk functions robust and insensitive to class skew-
ness / imbalance;

3. We apply the generic framework of QMLearn

method to concrete learning models of logistic re-
gression, linear SVM, ordinal linear regression, lin-
ear support vector regression (SVR) and quantile
regression, and perform comprehensive empirical
evaluations on data sets from publicly accessible
data repositories, which testify to the superiority
of our approach.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Sec-
tion 2 we introduce the traditional inductive principle
of empirical risk minimization, and explain why it is
flawed in learning from skewed/imbalanced data. We
define QMLearn method in Section 3 and solve it as a
convex optimization problem in Section 4. Experiments
and analysis are reported in Section 5. We conclude in
Section 6 with directions for future work.

2 Traditional Learning Models

Given training data (xi, yi) (i = 1, ..., n), where xi ∈ Rd

are feature vectors, d is the number of features and yi
are class values (yi ∈ {–1, 1} for classification or yi ∈ R

for regression), many machine learning algorithms build
predictive models through minimizing a regularized1

risk function:

(2.1) w∗ = argmin
w

λwTw+Remp(w)

where w is the weight vector including the bias b (and
hence x by default has an added feature xd+1 ≡ 1),
λ is a positive parameter to balance the two items in
Equation 2.1. Remp(w) is the empirical risk function
which is in the form of:

(2.2) Remp(w) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

l(xi, yi,w)

where n is the total number of instances. The loss func-
tion l(xi,yi,w) measures the discrepancy between a true
label yi and a predicted value from using w. Different
settings of loss functions yield different types of learn-

ers, such as ln(1 + e−ywTx) in logistic regression [9] and
max(0, 1 – ywTx) as the binary hinge loss in SVM [13].
Here we use wTx to denote the dot product of a weight
vector w and a feature vector x. One important re-
quirement for valid loss functions is that they must be
convex and sub-differentiable, but not necessarily dif-
ferentiable, as in the hinge loss function. Table 1 lists
the loss functions of the learning models we use in this
paper.

Now we explain the drawback of traditional sta-
tistical learners from the perspective of classification.
For any form of loss functions, the discrepancy/loss be-
tween a true label and a predicted label occurs when-
ever there is a classification error. By minimizing the
arithmetic mean (Equation 2.2) of such classification
errors/discrepancies, one wants to solve the problem of
Equation 2.1, and build decision boundaries from the
final weight vector w∗.

Figure 2 and 3 show the decision boundaries built
by traditional logistic regression and linear SVM under
different data distributions. We use two-dimensional
feature space in the examples of the two figures, where
instances are sampled from normal distributions with
mean vector (5, 1) for the positive class and (1, 5) for
the negative class, and the standard deviations of both
dimensions on both classes are 1. We treat samples in
the minor class as positive instances. Traditional logis-
tic regression and linear SVM perform well when data
is balanced, but when data is highly imbalanced we can
observe that their decision boundaries are shifted to-
wards the positive samples, which effectively minimizes
the error rate only on negatives. On the imbalance data

1Without losing generality, in the rest of this paper we only
consider the L-2 norm of the regularizer.



Table 1: Scalar loss functions and their derivatives.

Scalar loss l(xi,yi,w) (i=1,2,3...n) Derivative l′(xi, yi,w)

Logistic Regression [9] ln( 1 + exp( –yi(w
T xi)) ) –yi/(1 + exp( –yi(w

T xi)))

SVM with Hinge Loss [13] max(0, 1–yi(w
T xi)) –yi if yi(w

T xi) < 1; otherwise 0

SVM with Huber Loss [4]


1− yi(w

T xi) if 1− yi(w
T xi) > h

(1+h−yi(w
T xi))

2

4h
if | 1− yi(w

T xi) |≤ h

0 otherwise


−yi if 1− yi(w

T xi) > h

−yi(1+h−yi(w
T xi))

2h
if | 1− yi(w

T xi) |≤ h

0 otherwise

Ordinary Linear Regression [30] 1
2
(wT xi – yi)

2 wT xi – yi
Support Vector Regression [28] max(0, |wT xi – yi| – ϵ) sign(wT xi – yi) if |wT xi – yi| > ϵ; otherwise 0

Quantile Regression [20] max(τ(wT xi – yi), (1 – τ)(yi – wT xi)) τ if wT xi > yi; otherwise τ – 1
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Figure 2: Performance of soft-margin SVMs on different
class distributions. When data is imbalanced, the mar-
gin (classification boundary) in subfig. (b) maximizes
the accuracy of the major class, and all misclassifica-
tions are from the minor class.

settings of Figure 2(b) and 3(b), all misclassifications
are made on positive samples.

As the goal of a classification task is to maximize
both the sensitivity (i.e. # true positives

# actual positives ) and the

specificity (i.e. # true negatives
# actual negatives ) simultaneously, we

examine the relationship between these two measures
and the arithmetic mean based error rates in terms of
isometric lines shown in Figure 4. We can see that
when data is balanced, the empirical risk is minimized
when both sensitivity and specificity are close to 1.
However, when data is imbalanced, one can obtain low
empirical risks with high specificity but low sensitivity.
This observation coincides with the scenario where
conventional learners perform badly on positive samples
in Figure 2(b) and 3(b).

3 Quadratic Mean based Learning Models

Quadratic mean (aka. “root mean square”) measures
the magnitude of varying quantities, which is defined as
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Figure 3: Performance of logistic regression on different
class distributions. “LogR”in the legends represents tra-
ditional logistic regression. When data is imbalanced,
traditional logistic regression minimizes the error rate
well on the major class, but misclassifies many instances
in the minor class (subfig. b).

the square root of the arithmetic mean of the squares
of each element to be averaged. For a set of values {x1,
x2, ..., xn}, its quadratic mean is:

x̃ =

√
x2
1 + x2

2 + ...+ x2
n

n

Denote by x1 the classification error rate on one
class and by x2 that of the other class. We provide
the following lemma and show that the quadratic mean

of the two variables (

√
x2
1+x2

2

2 ) is lower bounded by

their arithmetic mean (x1+x2

2 ), and this lower bound
is reached if and only if x1 = x2.

Lemma 3.1. ∀ x1 ≥ 0, and ∀ x2 ≥ 0, denote by AM
and QM the arithmetic mean and the quadratic mean of

x1 and x2 respectively, then QM =
√
AM2 + (x1−x2

2 )2.

Proof. The lemma can be proved by the derivations of
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(b) Original empirical risk on
imbalanced data (Pos:Neg =
1:10)

Figure 4: Loss measured by original empirical risk
when data sets follow different class distributions. For
balanced data, the empirical risk is minimized when
both sensitivity and specificity are close to 1. But
when data is imbalanced, the traditional empirical risk
is insensitive to large changes of sensitivity.
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(a) QMLearn-based empirical risk
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(b) QMLearn-based empirical risk
on imbalanced data (Pos:Neg =
1:10)

Figure 5: Loss measured by QMLearn-based empirical
risk on different class distributions. No shifts of loss
contour lines are observed when data becomes imbal-
anced.

the following equation:

QM =

√
x2
1 + x2

2

2

=

√
x2
1 + x2

2 + 2x1x2

4
+

x2
1 + x2

2 − 2x1x2

4

=

√
(
x1 + x2

2
)2 + (

x1 − x2

2
)2

=

√
AM2 + (

x1 − x2

2
)2 �

This lemma can also be intuitively explained by the
Pythagorean theorem shown in Figure 6. We know that

x1 x2

Arithmetic mean

Quadratic mean

Figure 6: A geometric illustration of the arithmetic
mean and the quadratic mean of x1 and x2 where
x1 > x2. While the arithmetic mean is determined only
by the sum of x1 and x2, the quadratic mean reflects
both the sum and the difference of the two variables.

the arithmetic mean is minimized when the sum of x1

and x2 is minimal. Then from Lemma 1 it is clear that
the quadratic mean is minimized only if the sum and
the difference of x1 and x2 are both minimal.

Example 1. Consider a classifier with the following
classification performance on an imbalanced data set:

Predicted Pos Predicted Neg Sum

Actual Pos 1 9 10

Actual Neg 0 990 990

Then the arithmetic mean of prediction errors on
the two classes is 9+0

10+990=0.9% (by applying Equa-
tion 2.2), while its quadratic mean based error is√

(9/10)2+(0/990)2

2 =63.6%. So this (indeed biased) clas-

sifier has a low error rate from the arithmetic mean,
but has a very high error rate estimated by the quadratic
mean.

Recall that traditional methods minimize the arith-
metic mean of prediction errors in training process.
From Example 1 we know that this minimization be-
comes more difficult to achieve if one uses the quadratic
mean – it forces the minimization of not only the sum
of prediction errors, but also the difference of errors be-
tween each class.

By using the notion of the quadratic mean, we
redefine the empirical risk function of Equation 2.2 as:
(3.3)

RQ
emp(w) =

√
(
∑#pos

i=1 l(xi,yi,w)

#pos )2 + (
∑n

i=#pos+1 l(xi,yi,w)

#neg )2

2

The notations in Equation 3.3 are under the as-
sumption that positive instances are ahead of negative
instances in a data set (i.e. i ∈ (1, 2, 3, ...,#pos) are
indexes of positive instances and the rest are those of
the negatives).

We call Equation 3.3 the QMLearn-based empiri-
cal risk function, and call the solution of Equation 2.1
embedded with Equation 3.3 the QMLearn method.



Figure 7: An illustration of the piecewise linear lower
bound used in bundle methods [26]. In the figure is
a convex function (i.e. RQ

emp(w)) with three subgradi-
ents evaluated at three different locations. The approx-
imation gap at the end of third iteration is the differ-
ence between the lowest value of RQ

emp(w) evaluated so
far (lowest black circle) and the minimum of the lower
bound (the red diamond).

To examine the robustness the definition of RQ
emp(w)

against data imbalance, we also plot its relationship
with sensitivity and specificity shown in Figure 5. It
can be seen that the QMLearn-based empirical risk is
always minimized when both sensitivity and specificity
are close to 1, regardless of the distribution of the class
variable.

3.1 QMLearn in Regression Estimation While
Equation 3.3 is for the problem of classification, we now
derived the QMLearn-based empirical risk function for
regression tasks. Suppose instances in a numerical-class
data set are sorted by the value of their dependent vari-
able. We define the following empirical risk function to
minimize the loss on both sides of the “median” of its
dependent variable:
(3.4)

RQ
emp(w) =

√√√√ (
∑n

2
i=1 l(xi,yi,w)

n
2

)2 + (

∑n
i=n

2
+1

l(xi,yi,w)

n
2

)2

2

The rationale behind minimizing the prediction er-
ror rates on both side of the median is to eliminate
the influences of left- or right-skewed data distribu-
tions (shown in Figure 1). In Section 5.3 we show
that QMLearn-based regression works significantly better
than pure median predictions of a 50% quantile regres-
sion.

3.2 Feature Selection The weights learned from
Equation 2.1 have been used to suggest the significance
of features in training data [16]. For example, in
classical logistic regression, one wants to obtain the

Algorithm 1 Bundle methods for solving Equation 4.7

Input: convergence threshold ϵ; initial weight vector w0;
Output: minimizerw∗ of Equation 4.7

1: Initialize iteration index t ← 0;
2: repeat
3: t ← t + 1;
4: Compute subgradient at ← ∂wRQ

emp(wt−1);
5: Compute bias bt ← RQ

emp(wt−1) – wT
t−1at;

6: Update the lower bound Rlb
t (w) := max1≤i≤t

wT ai+bi;
7: wt ← argminw Jt(w) := λwTw+Rlb

t (w);
8: Compute current gap ϵt ← min0≤i≤t J(wi) – Jt(wt)
9: until ϵt ≤ ϵ

10: Return wt

optimal vector of weights from solving:

(3.5) min
w

λwTw+
1

n

n∑
i=1

ln(1 + e−yiw
Txi)

Since each feature weight (aka. “regression coeffi-
cient”) describes to what extent that feature contributes
to the class of interest, the features whose weights have
large absolute values are considered important, and the
ones with weights close to zero are considered trivial.
When using QMLearn method to select features, we also
use the absolute values of weights as indicators of fea-
ture significance, but different to Equation 3.5 we obtain
the feature weights via solving:

min
w

λwTw +√√√√ (
∑♯pos

i=1 ln(1+e−yiw
T xi )

♯pos
)2 + (

∑n
i=♯pos+1

ln(1+e−yiw
T xi )

♯neg
)2

2

(3.6)

It is also common to evaluate the worth of an
attribute by using weights trained by linear SVM [14].
The differences between weights obtained from existing
learners (e.g. Equation 3.5) and those from QMLearn

methods (e.g. Equation 3.6) are reported in Section 5.4.

4 Convex Optimization

By substituting RQ
emp(w) for Remp(w) in Equation 2.1,

we obtain the following QMLearn optimization problem:

(4.7) min
w

J(w) := λwTw+RQ
emp(w)

Calculating QMLearn-based empirical risk means
taking the square root of the average of squares of orig-
inally convex scalar loss functions (shown in Table 1).
Since the operation of taking squares preserves convex-
ity, and the square root does not change the monotonic-
ity of a function, the resulting quadratic mean of convex



Table 2: Data sets with categorical classes and classification comparisons among different classifiers. “#Inst”
and “#Attr” denote the number of instances and attributes respectively. “Min(%)” represents the proportion
of instances in the minority class. The numbers in brackets represent rankings of classifiers. The first row of
Friedman tests compare conventional learners with QMLearn learners, and the second row of tests compare the
best QMLearn learner (i.e. “LogRQ”) with all the other learners.

Name #Inst#AttrMin(%) CV Area Under Precision-Recall Curve

LogR LogRQ Hinge HingeQ Huber HuberQ CCPDT HDDT SDC GP Liblinear ASVM

KDDCup’097:
Appetency 50000 231 1.846503.023(9) .058(1).024(6) .026(5) .024(6) .027(4) .018(11).019(10).046(2) .042(3) .012(12) .024(6)
Churn 50000 231 7.336390.079(10) .123(1).081(8) .093(6) .081(8) .101(5) .084(7) .078(12).109(3) .118(2) .079(10) .109(3)
Upselling 50000 231 7.436356.087(10) .309(1).086(11).142(9) .086(11).146(8) .246(6) .238(7) .293(4) .304(2) .265(5) .297(3)
UCI [2]:

Anneal 898 39 4.5 745.048(12) .478(7).050(10).765(3) .049(11).763(4) .882(2) .918(1) .359(8) .530(6) .122(9) .579(5)
Arrhythmia 452 280 4.9 368.055(6) .052(9).055(6) .043(11).055(6) .043(11).056(5) .051(10).061(3) .062(2) .059(4) .071(1)
Cylinder 540 40 42.2 13.688(7) .735(1).697(5) .718(2) .697(5) .718(2) .588(10).466(12).673(8) .705(4) .579(11) .672(9)
German 1000 21 30.0 160.554(7) .613(3).550(9) .624(1) .551(8) .623(2) .368(12).435(10).555(6) .605(4) .423(11) .597(5)
Hypothyroid 3772 30 2.5 3401.031(10) .737(5).031(10).859(4) .031(10).864(3) .901(1) .893(2) .386(9) .723(6) .655(8) .707(7)
Ionosphere 351 35 35.9 27.825(6) .849(3).866(1) .821(7) .866(1) .821(7) .793(11).811(10).830(5) .832(4) .792(12) .812(9)
Ipums 8844 61 0.3 8736.029(5) .048(4).028(6) .073(1) .028(6) .072(2) .063(3) .016(8) .014(9) .009(12).012(10) .011(11)
Optdigits 5620 65 9.9 3622.626(12) .997(2).729(10).996(4) .729(10).997(2) .946(9) .957(8) .998(1) .996(4) .991(7) .995(6)
Spambase 4601 58 39.4 206.856(7) .905(1).856(7) .901(3) .856(7) .902(2) .880(4) .860(6) .848(10).870(5) .693(12) .834(11)
Synthetic 600 62 16.7 266.309(12)1.0(1) .356(10)1.0(1) .355(11)1.0(1) .936(5) .935(6) .650(9) .940(4) .679(8) .876(7)
Waveform 5000 41 33.1 573.686(9) .862(1).667(10).862(1) .667(10).862(1) .658(12).700(8) .812(6) .841(4) .796(7) .816(5)
Agnostic-vs-Prior8:

A.agnostic 4562 49 24.8 1157.376(10) .708(3).284(12).715(1) .285(11).715(1) .554(7) .526(8) .659(4) .611(5) .579(6) .513(9)
A.prior 4562 15 24.8 1157.512(8) .643(1).457(10).638(2) .457(10).638(2) .608(4) .487(9) .552(6) .530(7) .565(5) .416(12)
G.agnostic 3468 785 9.1 2322.232(12) .824(1).339(11).810(3) .340(10).820(2) .521(8) .519(9) .728(6) .772(5) .797(4) .718(7)
H.prior 4229 1618 3.5 3654.030(12) .282(1).035(10).096(8) .035(10).174(5) .091(9) .106(7) .261(3) .270(2) .135(6) .254(4)
S.agnostic 14395 217 6.211069.690(12) .923(1).750(11).759(9) .752(10).782(8) .821(7) .846(6) .914(3) .916(2) .912(4) .907(5)
S.prior 14395 109 6.211069.785(10) .930(1).781(11).803(8) .781(11).811(7) .865(6) .877(5) .919(2) .912(3) .796(9) .892(4)
Bio-Seville9:

Colon 62 2001 35.5 5.841(2) .844(1).799(8) .836(3) .799(8) .836(3) .711(11).641(12).816(6) .828(5) .765(10) .811(7)
Complete 96 4027 22.2 28.813(2) .802(3).797(4) .796(7) .797(4) .797(4) .531(11).531(11).819(1) .778(8) .769(9) .753(10)
Tumor 60 7130 35.0 5.428(9) .445(5).453(1) .453(1) .453(1) .453(1) .353(11).337(12).433(7) .437(6) .403(10) .429(8)
Text Mining [15]:

fbis 2463 2001 1.5 2313.029(10) .103(6).029(10).144(4) .028(12).190(3) .216(2) .241(1) .069(9) .099(7) .132(5) .093(8)
oh0 1003 3183 5.1 809.060(10) .398(5).059(11).311(8) .059(11).498(2) .498(2) .452(4) .509(1) .385(6) .213(9) .371(7)
oh10 1050 3239 5.0 852.075(10) .217(2).074(11).129(7) .074(11).217(2) .107(9) .127(8) .289(1) .178(5) .211(4) .137(6)
tr12 313 5805 9.3 207.345(10) .939(3).345(10).941(2) .345(10).943(1) .917(5) .917(5) .919(4) .877(7) .807(9) .812(8)
tr23 204 5833 17.6 85.437(12) .667(5).439(10).686(3) .439(10).685(4) .763(1) .763(1) .663(6) .652(7) .556(9) .635(8)

Average Rank 8.68 2.72 8.27 4.31 8.27 3.44 6.62 7.21 4.93 4.75 7.79 6.62
Friedman (Quadratic vs. Arithmetic) X6E-6 X5E-5 X2E-5 — — — — — —

Friedman (All) X5.7E-6 Base X3E-5 0.117 X3E-5 0.414 X0.008 X7E-4 X0.003 X0.003 X3E-5 X6E-4

loss functions is still convex. So Equation 4.7 is a convex
optimization problem.

We use the bundle method [26] to solve Equa-
tion 4.7. Bundle method uses subgradients of the em-
pirical risk function to approximate its piecewise linear
lower bound (Figure 7 gives an example). By taking
linearizations (i.e. first order Taylor approximation) on
the empirical risk function, the lower bound is tightened
iteratively until the difference gap between the approxi-
mated lower bound and the real risk function is smaller
than a threshold ϵ. An advantage of the bundle method
is that it only requires subgradients of the risk func-
tion (RQ

emp(w)) instead of the entire objective function
(J(w)). Given ϵ as a convergence threshold (shown in
Algorithm 1), this method is reported having an O( 1ϵ )
rate of convergency for non-smooth loss functions and
O(log( 1ϵ )) for smooth functions [26].

Algorithm 1 lists the process of solving Equa-
tion 4.7. The subproblem of line 7 in Algorithm 1 is
solved by a Fechnel dual formulation [18]. The subgra-

dient of QMLearn empirical risk function used in Line 4
is computed as follows. For solving classification prob-
lems, define:

f(w) =

∑#pos
i=1 l(xi, yi,w)

#pos

g(w) =

∑n
i=#pos+1 l(xi, yi,w)

#neg

then the subgradient of RQ
emp(w) is:

∂wRQ
emp(w)

=∂w

√
f(w)2 + g(w)2

2

=
1

2
(
f(w)2 + g(w)2

2
)−

1
2 (f(w)f′(w) + g(w)g′(w))

(4.8)

The derivative of loss functions l′(xi,yi,w) used in
calculating f ′(w) and g ′(w) are listed in the last column
of Table 1. The subgradients of QMLearn-based risk
functions for regression estimation (Equation 3.4) are
derived in the same way which we omit here.



Table 3: Comparisons between sampling methods and
QMLearn models. The classifiers whose names end with
“-S” are trained on data balanced by Safe-level-SMOTE
method, while the QMLearn methods are trained on
original imbalanced data. “S vs. Q” in the first row
of Friedman tests denotes the comparisons between the
over-sampling methods and QMLearn methods.

Datasets
Area Under Precision-Recall Curve

LogR-SLogRQHinge-SHingeQHuber-SHuberQ

Appetency .032(2) .058(1) .031(3) .026(6) .031(3) .027(5)
Churn .093(3) .123(1) .088(5) .093(3) .088(5) .101(2)
Upselling .275(2) .309(1) .272(3) .142(6) .272(3) .146(5)
Anneal .239(6) .478(3) .266(4) .765(1) .266(4) .763(2)
Arrhythmia .068(1) .052(4) .065(2) .043(5) .065(2) .043(5)
Cylinder .610(4) .735(1) .593(6) .718(2) .594(5) .718(2)
German .496(4) .613(3) .489(5) .624(1) .489(5) .623(2)
Hypothyroid .033(4) .737(3) .033(4) .859(2) .033(4) .864(1)
Ipums .017(1) .007(4) .016(2) .005(5) .016(2) .005(5)
Ionosphere .809(4) .849(1) .809(4) .821(2) .809(4) .821(2)
Optdigits .996(3) .997(1) .996(3) .996(3) .996(3) .997(1)
Spambase .788(4) .905(1) .787(5) .901(3) .787(5) .902(2)
Synthetic .297(6) 1.0(1) .298(4) 1.0(1) .298(4) 1.0(1)
Waveform .761(6) .862(1) .763(4) .862(1) .763(4) .862(1)
A.agnostic .606(6) .708(3) .635(4) .715(1) .635(4) .715(1)
A.prior .459(4) .643(1) .454(5) .638(2) .453(6) .638(2)
G.agnostic .631(4) .824(1) .626(5) .810(3) .626(5) .820(2)
H.prior .237(6) .282(3) .265(4) .296(1) .265(4) .287(2)
S.agnostic .902(2) .923(1) .880(3) .759(6) .880(3) .782(5)
S.prior .904(2) .930(1) .883(3) .803(6) .883(3) .811(5)
Colon .786(6) .844(3) .855(1) .836(4) .855(1) .836(4)
Complete .834(1) .802(2) .797(3) .796(6) .797(3) .797(3)
Tumor .418(6) .445(5) .453(1) .453(1) .453(1) .453(1)
fbis .032(4) .103(3) .031(5) .144(2) .031(5) .190(1)
oh0 .618(3) .398(5) .622(1) .311(6) .622(1) .498(4)
oh10 .359(1) .217(4) .358(2) .129(6) .358(2) .217(4)
tr12 .897(4) .939(3) .893(5) .941(2) .893(5) .943(1)
tr23 .657(4) .667(3) .635(5) .686(1) .634(6) .685(2)
Average Rank 3.58 2.24 3.51 3.06 3.55 2.55
Friedman (S vs. Q) X6E-4 0.432 0.239
Friedman (All) X6E-4 Base X0.003 X0.049 X0.002 0.221

5 Experiments and Analysis

In this section, we analyze and compare the performance
between existing statistical learners and QMLearn-based
learners. We conduct experiments separately on prob-
lems of classifications and regressions. Besides compar-
ing with existing methods, in the experiments of classifi-
cation we also compare QMLearn-based methods against
other algorithm-oriented approaches (i.e. CCPDT2 and
HDDT3) and data-oriented approaches (i.e. SDC, GP,
safe-level-SMOTE). To make the effectiveness of our
method more convincing, we also include the recently
proposed SVM models Liblinear [12] and ASVM [32] in
evaluations.

The safe-level-SMOTE method is implemented on
the basis of the Weka [31] version of SMOTE algo-
rithm. Decision trees CCPDT and HDDT are pruned by
Fisher’s exact test (as recommended in [23]). All exper-
iments are carried out using 5×2 folds cross-validations,

2Code from www.cs.usyd.edu.au/~weiliu/CCPDT_src.zip
3Code from www.nd.edu/~dial/software/hddt.tar.gz

and the final results are the average of the repeated runs.
We set λ in Equation 2.1 and 4.7 to 1

2 constantly4. The
bundle method convergence threshold ϵ (as suggested
in [26]) is set to 1E-5.

5.1 Classification In this subsection, we report the
experiments on logistic regression [9], SVM with hinge
loss [13] and SVM with Huber loss [4]. We use the same
parameters of loss functions between conventional learn-
ers and QMLearn learners. The Huber loss threshold (i.e.
parameter h in the Huber-SVM loss function shown in
Table 1) is set to 0.01. We select 28 data sets from
KDDCup’095, UCI repository [2], agnostic vs. prior
competition6, bio-seville7, and text mining domain [15].
For multiple-label data sets, we keep the smallest label
as the positive class, and combine all the other labels
as the negative class. Details of the data sets are shown
in Table 2. Beside the proportion of the minor class in
a data set, we also present the coefficient of variation
(CV) [17] to measure imbalance. CV is defined as the
ratio of the standard deviation and the mean of the class
counts in data sets. So the greater the value of CV, the
more imbalanced the data set.

The metric of AUC-PR (area under precision-recall
curve) has been reported in [10] better than AUC-
ROC (area under ROC curve) for handling imbalanced
data. A curve dominates in ROC space if and only
if it dominates in PR space, and classifiers that are
more superior in terms of AUC-PR are definitely more
superior in terms of AUC-ROC, but not vice versa [10].
Hence we use the more informative metric of AUC-
PR for classifier comparisons. The performance of
existing statistical learners and QMLearn-based learners
are shown in Table 2.

While there are various ways to compare classifiers
across multiple data sets, we adopt the strategy pro-
posed by [11] which evaluates classifiers by ranks. In
Table 2 the classifiers in comparison are ranked on each
data set by the value of their AUC-PR, with ranking of
1 being the best. We carry out Friedman tests on the
sequences of ranks between different classifiers. In the
Friedman tests, p–values that are lower than 0.05 reject
the hypothesis with 95% confidence that the classifiers
in comparison are not statistically different.

As shown in the bottom of Table 2, we first take
the Friedman tests within the same type of classifiers,
i.e. “LogR vs. LogRQ”, “Hinge vs. HingeQ”, and

4Here we do not investigate the effect of λ on the convergence

of bundle methods, since this evaluation has been reported in the
methods’ original paper [26].

5http://www.kddcup-orange.com/data.php
6http://www.agnostic.inf.ethz.ch
7http://www.upo.es/eps/bigs/datasets.html



Table 4: Data sets with categorical classes and regression comparisons among different regression methods.
“Skewness” is measured by the Pearson’s second skewness coefficient.

Datasets #Inst #Attr Skewness
Root Mean Square Error

LR LRQ SVR SVRQ QR QRQ

StatLib10:
Analcat 4052 8 -1.4539 .361(5) .259(2) .31(4) .241(1) .423(6) .260(3)
Bodyfat 252 15 -0.2257 .065(5) .037(3) .073(6) .060(4) .029(2) .026(1)
Boston 506 14 0.4347 .199(6) .139(3) .180(4) .128(2) .190(5) .113(1)
Diggle 310 9 -0.3275 .120(5) .086(3) .113(4) .083(2) .121(6) .043(1)
Houses 20640 9 -1.6167 .291(4) .411(6) .173(1) .274(3) .333(5) .201(2)
Space 3107 7 -0.0348 .191(6) .122(3) .14(4) .112(2) .158(5) .110(1)
Wind 6574 15 0.2685 .125(6) .096(3) .107(4) .092(2) .111(5) .087(1)
UCI [2]:

Ailerons 13750 41 -0.5287 .095(6) .078(3) .078(3) .076(2) .080(5) .058(1)
Bank 8192 33 1.4046 .149(5) .138(3) .148(4) .134(2) .163(6) .129(1)
Cal 20640 9 0.7068 .237(5) .211(3) .236(4) .195(1) .252(6) .196(2)
Cleveland 303 14 2.2888 .252(4) .226(2) .253(5) .226(2) .280(6) .220(1)
Planes 40768 11 -0.0082 .217(4) .221(6) .201(2) .211(3) .219(5) .189(1)
Elevators 16599 19 0.7258 .160(6) .116(3) .123(4) .101(2) .123(4) .089(1)
Fried 40768 11 -0.0097 .148(3) .295(6) .121(1) .244(5) .133(2) .199(4)
Meta 528 22 0.3518 .062(1) .062(1) .082(5) .086(6) .064(4) .063(3)
Mv 40768 11 -1.1044 .194(3) .223(6) .180(1) .211(4) .216(5) .180(1)
Pharynx 195 12 0.8077 .211(5) .161(2) .201(4) .16(1) .214(6) .161(2)
Pol 15000 49 2.0811 .417(4) .387(2) .458(5) .374(1) .507(6) .392(3)
Puma 8192 33 0.0171 .312(4) .299(1) .312(4) .301(2) .32(6) .302(3)
Quake 2178 4 1.2223 .782(5) .675(1) .78(4) .733(2) .815(6) .770(3)
Stock 950 10 0.1122 .131(6) .091(3) .104(4) .083(2) .125(5) .066(1)

Average Rank 4.5 3.0 3.54 2.36 4.86 1.72
Friedman (Quadratic vs. Arithmetic) X.0073 X.0164 X3.4E-5

Friedman (All) X2.1E-4X.0253X3.5E-4X.0495X3.4E-5 Base

“Huber vs. HuberQ”. We use LogR, Hinge, Huber
to denote logistic regression and SVM with hinge loss
and Huber loss functions, while LogRQ, HingeQ and
HuberQ represent those traditional classifiers applied
with QMLearn. From the low p–values, it is easy
to see that QMLearn-based learners are always better
than their corresponding traditional learners. After
that we also compare the best classifier we obtain (i.e.
LogRQ) with CCPDT, HDDT, SDC, GP, Liblinear and
ASVM, where LogRQ significantly outperforms all of
these classifiers.

5.2 Effects of Safe-level-SMOTE Sampling In
this experiment we compare QMLearn model trained on
original imbalanced data with existing learners trained
on data balanced by the safe-level-SMOTE technique [3]
(which we denote by “method name -S”). The compar-
ison results are reported in Table 3.

We obtain the best results from LogRQ which is
significantly better than LogR-S, while HingeQ and
HuberQ is comparable to (better but not significant
than) Hinge-S and Huber-S. This observation suggests
that if one uses QMLearn method he can obtain results
comparable to the cutting-edge sampling technique, so
the extra computational cost of data sampling before
training can potentially be saved.

5.3 Regression In this subsection we present the
results of regression estimation obtained from ordinary
linear regression [30] (LR), support vector regression

(SVR) [28] and quantile regression (QR) [20]. In SVR
we set the insensitive threshold (ϵ in the SVR loss
function of Table 1) to 0.01. In QR we use 50%
percentile (i.e. τ in the quantile regression loss function
of Table 1 is set to 0.5).

We select 21 numerical-class data sets from StatLib8

and UCI [2] shown in Table 4. The last column of the ta-
ble is the skewness of the numerical class variable which
is measure by Pearson’s second skewness coefficients.

This skewness measure is defined as 3(mean−median)
standard deviation .

We use root mean squared error (RMSE) as the metric
of comparisons in this experiment. The performance of
the three pairs of learners are listed in Table 4. The
low p-values from the Friedman tests of all three pairs
demonstrate that QMLearn models statistically outper-
forms the existing regression models. Notably, QMLearn-
based quantile regression model significantly outper-
forms all the other five models. Since quantile regression
is originally resilient to noises, the QMLearn-based 50%
quantile regression becomes the most robust regression
model in handling skewed data.

5.4 Feature Selection The weight vectors obtained
from traditional empirical risk functions and QMLearn-
based empirical risk functions give different feature
rankings, which results in different feature selection per-
formance. In this subsection we compare the usefulness
of features selected by these two types of methods.

8http://lib.stat.cmu.edu/
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(e) Improvements on hinge

loss SVMs in data set “oh0”
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(f) Improvements on Huber

loss SVMs in data set “oh0”

Figure 8: Feature selection comparisons on categorical-class data sets “G.agnostic” and “oh0”. Features with
highest weights (top ranked features) from QMLearn methods (shown by solid red lines) are always more effective
than those from existing methods and Relief. Subfig (d) and (f) are prominent examples illustrating the difference
of existing method and QMLearn method – while the features ranked the highest by QMLearn methods generate
high AUC-PR values, the features that existing methods select are mostly trivial ones.

In order to decouple the effects of learning algo-
rithms where feature weights are generated, we use
other algorithms that are not included in the training
process to evaluate features: when examining the effec-
tiveness of features from categorical-class data sets, we
use the CCPDT decision tree algorithm, and for those
from numerical-class data sets we use Gaussian process
regression [25].

Since the evaluation metrics (AUC-PR/RMSE) will
be very similar among different feature rankings if the
number of features selected is close to the total number
of features, we only look at the performance of the
features ranked relatively higher. So for data sets with
more than 200 features, we examine their top 100 ranked
features; and for other data sets we test the top half of
their entire feature sets.

When we analyze the performance of QMLearn

methods on categorical-class data sets, we also com-
pare them with another commonly used feature selec-
tion technique – Relief (relevance in estimating fea-
tures) [19]. Due to page limits, here we only present
the feature selection comparisons on two categorical-
class data sets and two numerical-class data sets shown
in Figure 8 and 9.

In the case of categorical-class data sets (Figure 8),
QMLearn features are significantly better than both
Relief and existing methods. Here it is not necessary
to carry out Friedman tests of rankings to prove the
significance, since there are seldom overlaps between
the QMLearn method (solids lines) and the existing
methods (dashed lines). In the case of numerical-class
data sets (Figure 9) we observe some “ties” besides
the “wins” of QMLearn over existing regression models.
This is because the total number of features in these
data sets are relatively small and hence there are
smaller feature ranking differences compared to the ones
from categorical-class data. But it does not effect the
illustration of the advantage of QMLearn over existing
methods in feature selection.

6 Conclusions and future research

The main focus of this paper is to build statistical
machine learners that are robust and insensitive to
class skewness/imbalance. The traditional empirical
risk function uses a flawed arithmetic mean of scalar
losses. We have shown that such use of arithmetic mean
makes machine learners insensitive to prediction errors
of the minor class.
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Figure 9: Feature selection comparisons on numerical-class data sets “Ailerons” and “Pol”. The feature ranks
from LRQ, SVRQ and QRQ are similar in the top 20 features of data set “Ailerons”, and hence their performance
are similar (shown by the red solid lines in subfig. (a), (b) and (c)). This observation suggests that the three
QMLearn methods are all able to identify the most effective features from their learned weight vectors, which the
existing methods fail to achieve.

We have proposed QMLearn, a novel framework
which redefines the empirical risk function by using
the notion of quadratic mean. QMLearn has been
shown theoretically and empirically insensitive to class
imbalance/skewness. We have applied this framework
into logistic regression, SVM, linear regression, SVR and
quantile regression, all of which prove the superiority of
the QMLearn method.

On classification problems QMLearn is not only
significantly better than existing methods, but also
comparable to the state-of-the-art sampling technique.
This observation suggests the extra computational cost
of data sampling before training can be saved if QMLearn
is employed.

Another advantage of QMLearn is that, the weight
vectors obtained form QMLearn models are significantly
better than those from existing methods for feature se-
lection when data is skewed/imbalanced. It is important
to identified the features that are the most resilient to
class skewness/imbalance, and this information is re-
vealed from the QMLearn-based weight vectors.

More importantly, we consider QMLearn promising

and theoretically valuable since it is a generic frame-
work, and by changing the loss functions it can be ap-
plied to lots of other existing statistical learners such
as Gaussian Processes and Conditional Random Fields
(CRFs) etc.

In future our plan is to explore the use of
QMLearn methods on non-linear machine learners, and
investigate the effects of kernel tricks when facing
skewed/imbalanced data distributions.
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